
Highlights
•  Measurably improve the quality of

care and patient health
• Practice proactive patient medicine
•  Access to the latest evidence-based

medicine
•  Leverage patient data for pay-for-

performance and profitability
•  Enhance existing workflow and

patient visit efficiencies
• Easily integrate with existing systems
•  Deliver flexible, scalable, easy-to-use

capabilities
•  Meet the majority of emerging  

“meaningful use” criteria

The challenge to improve  
patient care 
Providing quality care and ongoing 
healthcare management that achieves
measurable improvements are top  
priorities for physicians. You want  
better ways to identify care opportuni-
ties and manage chronic conditions 
as you comply with ever-changing 
guidelines. To provide the best level 
of patient care—and remain profitable
while seizing new opportunities such as 
the Physician Quality Reporting Initia-
tive (PQRI) and technology reimburse-
ment “meaningful use” government 
stimulus incentives—more physicians 
are turning to technology.

Technology’s promise: 
Hit or miss?
Adopting new technologies is often 
complex and time-consuming, and  
can be very expensive to implement 
and maintain. They require extensive  
training and restructuring of workflows, 
impacting business processes and 
productivity. Today’s solutions do little 
to empower you to provide better care 
and take advantage of quality-incentive
programs. What’s needed from  
technology? The ability to make the 
right decisions at the right time, while
driving efficiency and profitability—for 
the best possible outcome for you and 
your patients.

The Docsite solution
Docsite offers a modular, integrated set 
of patient care tools—along with supe-
rior consulting services and support—to 
help you measurably improve patient 
care. And Docsite does it without 
disrupting your workflow or putting 
restrictions on how you prefer to  
practice medicine. Our tools offer a low  
entry cost, with the ability to increase 
efficiencies and productivity, so you can 
focus your energies on your patients. 
With Docsite, you can transform how 
you interact with patients and network 
with your communities—for improved 
care and patient health.

DOCSITE  SOLUTIONS

Docsite for 
physicians and physician’s groups

A new level of freedom. A new level of care.
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Docsite professional services
• Advanced analytics and custom reporting
• Meaningful use consulting and gap analysis
•  Quality initiative and performance management

consulting
• Office transformation
• Panel management consulting
• Advanced training programs
• Clinical research consulting

Why Docsite?
For more than a decade, Docsite has been provid-
ing innovative solutions to physicians and other 
healthcare providers—with a continued focus on 
you and your patients. Thousands of physicians 
nationwide have already embraced the award- 
winning Docsite products as the solution of choice 
for providing quality care to more than three  
million patients. And today, our solutions meet 
the current meaningful use criteria for stimulus 
and CMS reimbursement initiatives. With Docsite’s 
leadership, proven applications, and industry  
expertise on your side, you and your patients  
can benefit from care-focused, quality-driven 
healthcare solutions.

Enhance patient care
Docsite tools empower you to provide better care 
for your patients. They enable easy access to the 
information you need to deliver superior care day 
after day. Docsite tools fit seamlessly into existing 
workflows. In this way, they support you in your de-
cision-making at each point throughout the clinical 
relationship—including pre-visit activities, examina-
tions, post-visit analysis and reporting, and ongoing 
care management. 

These powerful tools allow you to track, manage, and 
report on the preventive, acute, and chronic health 
needs of each patient you treat. They give you access 
to the latest evidence-based guidelines at the point 
of care. And they help you identify care improvement 
opportunities and intervention options across rel-
evant patient populations. Quality of care and patient 
health improves when you can practice medicine 
more proactively. Docsite equips you with the capa-
bilities to go on the offensive, enabling you to:

•  Monitor, manage, and improve patient health at the
individual patient level

• Track and treat multiple disease states in patients
•  Follow, analyze, and contribute to improving pa-

tient health within populations

Leverage technology—the easy way
Isn’t technology supposed to simplify your life? 
Docsite would like to think so. That’s why our tools 
are easy to implement and easy to use. Docsite tools 
are modular, flexible, secure, scalable, and especially 
user-friendly. Whatever your specialty, current IT en-
vironment, business goals, or compliance challenges, 
Docsite can easily fit into your practice. You can:

•  Integrate Docsite into your current workflow,
without needing to replace or re-engineer
existing systems

•  Use the tools as standalone systems to manage
patients and participate in pay-for-performance
programs such as PQRI

•  Implement a combination of Docsite products
alongside your current electronic medical
record (EMR) system, creating a unified view of
patient health

• Use Docsite as your complete EMR system

Improve efficiencies, reduce costs, 
increase profits
Following a simple implementation process, Docsite 
delivers a single, unified, Web-based view of the in-
formation you need, when you need it. With Docsite, 
you not only have at your fingertips the tools and 
insight to provide better care for your patients—but 
you can do it affordably. All you need is a standard 
computer and high-speed Internet access. There’s no 
need to invest in additional software and hardware, 
or hire IT personnel to manage the system. 

Enabling new efficiencies in daily operations and 
point-of-care activities, Docsite:

•  Presents relevant information such as the latest
evidence-based guidelines,  preventive care in-
formation, electronic prescriptions, and in-depth
reporting, at the point of care—reducing practice
variation and misinformation while enhancing care

•  Allows you to collaborate better with all par-
ticipants through consolidated information—for
enhanced communication and to support patient
self-care initiatives

•  Helps you run your practice efficiently and effec-
tively—decreasing costs and improving care

Integrating technology and medicine to improve patient care.
Healthier patients. Easier technology. Better operations. Increased profits. DOCSITE TOOLS

FOR PHYSICIANS

caresentinel: 
The nucleus of Docsite.

The nucleus of Docsite, it powers the core set of 
Docsite tools:

Point-of-Care Planner – Summarizes key clinical 
information from the patient record and graphically 
highlights condition-specific indicators that are due 
or out of range, saving time during office visits.

Patient Outreach – Allows you the ability to identify 
patients in need of care and establish outreach  
measures to proactively bring them in for treatment 
and discussion. 

Performance Reports – Provide click-through, drill-
down, cross-functional reports for tracking patients, 
performance, diseases, and care trends—featuring 
report wizards for producing ad-hoc reports, plus 
the ability to automate or run reports on demand.

Docsite CPOE – An add-on to CareSentinel, it offers 
access to lab ordering, electronic prescribing, radiol-
ogy, and other services including referrals, during the 
course of treatment workflows.

Serves as the foundation for all connectivity and  
interoperability services, allows you to share informa-
tion among offices in your network, and is a prereq-
uisite to almost all other services that operate with 
third-party products.

Provides direct access to the CMS system for report-
ing PQRI results, enables participation in other  
pay-for-performance programs, plus supports  
various business development activities.
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Meeting meaningful use 
Docsite tools allow you to specifically address the emerging meaningful use provisions being  
defined as part of the HITECH Act in the American Recovery and Investment Act. Meeting  
meaningful use will qualify you for direct reimbursement for your technology investment and  
future CMS payment incentives. As these programs move forward, Docsite will continue to develop 
capabilities that help you meet current meaningful use criteria.

Meaningful Use Objective* Care 
Sentinel CPOE Connect Quality 

Manager
Patient 
Place

Care 
Tracker

1. Use CPOE • •
2. Implement drug-drug, drug-alergy checks • •
3. Maintain problem list of current and active diagnoses

4. Maintain active medication list •
5. Record and chart changes in vital signs •
6. Incorporate clinical lab-test results into EHR • • •
7. Report ambulatory quality measures to CMS or States • • •
8. Send reminders to patients for preventive/follow-up care • • •
9. Check insurance eligibility electronically • •
10. Submit claims electronically • •
11. Provide patients with electronic access to health info • •
12. Provide clinical summaries to patients for each visit

For more information
Physician Group and Health Plan/IPO Sales Solo and Small Practice Sales
919-256-9500, Ext. 32  919-256-9500, Ext. 31

Support Line  General Email
919-256-9500, Ext. 2 info@docsite.com

*As of January 2010.


